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tgal: ??????????, it ºf Cºc?%: 
Be it know r thari i R ) :: FE FET Å. BRoo Ks, a 

citizen of the United States, and a resident, of the city of Chicago, county of Cook, and 
5 State of Illinois, have invented certain new 

0 

5 

and useful improvements in Flushing 
Walves; and do hereby declare that the fol 
lowing is a full, clear, and exact description 
of the same, reference being had to the ac 
companying drawings, and to the letters of 
reference marked thereoi, which form a part 
of this specification. - 

This invention relates to flushing valves 
and more particularly a manually opening 
but self closing fashing "yaye, adapted for 
use in flushing “ater closets and other fix 
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sitating repairs. 
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tures. Flushing Yaves for this purpose 
have usually closed with the pressure and 
have heretofore been regulated or timed in 
closing by utilizing a part of the flushing 
liquid therefor. This has proven unsatis 
factory inasmuch as the flushing icici often 
}ontains sediment witici) soci closes the pas sage preventing the propii tiiling of the 
fitash. Furtherritore valves ojosing with the 
pressure frequently water hanner soon 
wearing Cut, the ?e&t, à Di closure And Pieces 
The object of this invention is to affords, 

flushing valve closing against the pressure 
and in which the titling of the flash is regu 
lated by other likeans thai), the fluid de 
livered through alve, Ful 
thernlore to afford means operated by but 
against the pressui Free foi" cioSiling the flush 
valve. 

!t is also a object oi tai invention to 
afford fluid 'egulation whereby the coin 
struction is such simplified and the coil 
troling mechanisia se construcied asto pre 
vent the 'scape or iOSS of regui tigiiuid. 

It is sa, furthe" object, foi tie invention to 
38ffe}rci :a, cO?(;5. t3?n!1? fi?* if, 3),öis3.3)??, è:` 
Ssembled and ore : ?? 

out of repair yet, c.33) 
shoul: i. e.e. a face " ? 

t is a, furtheir object of the inventi) to 
provide a constructio i W?aereby if iliae ac 
tuating mechanisii is held down the flush is prewented unii releas?d. 
The invention consists in the matters here 

in after described ), ind nixee fally pointed out 
and defined in :}; } et clains. 

* In thè dira, is si vertici 
cantial section of a w 
vantio: sin(''X'i 

a similar view showing the valve fu - lly open:--- 
iFig. 3 is a top plan view of the same. Fig. 
4 is a section taken on line 4-4 of Fig.1. 
Fig. 5 is a section taken on line 5-5 of Fig. 
1. Fig. 8 is a perspective view of the inner 60??? 
valve casing showing the same removed from 
the water chamber. Fig. 7 is a section taken 
on line 7-7 of Fig. 1. Fig. 8 is an enlarged 
fragmentary detail partly in section of the 
closures on the lower end of the valve stem. 
As shown in said drawings: A indicates 

the casing forming the water chamber, and 
into the lower GEË of which opens the inlet 
pipe a. The flushing or outletpipe a? opens 
from the side thereof. Said casing is cored to afford a relatively large interior water 
chamber open and internafly threaded at its 
upper end and provided below the thread 
with a peripheral rib or flange a. above. 
which is a flat peripheral seat a adapted to 
receive a packing washer a9. In the lower 
end of the water chamber is a removable 

threaded sleeve, threaded into the inner end 
of the inlet orifice and which is shaped at the 
upper end for engagement with a comple 
mental closure. Engaged on said inwardly 
directed rib a' in the water chamber is an in 
ner valve casing or sleeve C, provided 
slightly below its upper end with a closed 
head c and at the said upper end of which is provided an outwardly directed peripheral 
flange c' which engages upon the rib a' which 
atfords a Support ??????????? As shown also 

65. 
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alve seat a, comprising an externally 
80 

85 

90 
the upper wall c' of said sleeve is provided 
with a large port c. opening to the water 
chamber. . . . . . . . . 
Within the sleeve orianer valve casing C 

is the valve-closure for the seat a. at thein 95 ner end of the inlet pipe. Said valve closure. , 
comprises as shown abody indicated by D 
open at its upper end, and slidable in 
sleeve and at its lower end reduced in. 
engage the valve seat, and the jam nut di 
whereby the packing is held in place. Be 
toy said central body of the closure is pro 
vided a tubular stem d, which extends axi 
ally below the valve seat a and into the in-105 Jet orifice and permits the flow of water 
therethrough into the inner valve casing 
above, the closure. A peripheral flanged is 
provided on the body. D, of the closure above 
vlich the same is threaded to receive a 110 Flindric nutd, whereby hydraulic packing 

(ii is engaged against the flanged and be 

said 
and threaded to receive, the packingd, to 00 
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tween which and the side of the sleeve, said ed a sleeve g slotted at its upper end and 
packing extends upwardly affording a fluid shaped to afford a seat for a ball g which 
tight joint from above but permitting said 
closure to slide upwardly or downwardly in 

5. the sleeve in closing and opening the valve. 
The partition or head c in said inner valve 

casing is provided with a centralaxial bore, 
... or aperture and as shown is of increased 
thickness thereat adapting the head to be 

0 

15 

shaped at each end of the aperture, above 
and below the partition c to afford a valve 
seat thereby adapting said aperture or pas 
sage to be closed either from above or from 
below as the valve is operated. . . . . 
The casing B is threaded at its lower end 

into the top of the lower casing A, and is 
provided with a transverse partition b divid 
ing the same into an upper chambef Me and 
a lower chamber ac'. Sidable vertically in 
the chamber a is a cup F adapted to contain a liquid conveniently glycerin or any liquid 
not frozen readily. Secured to the bottom 
of the cup is a stem f which extends through 
a suitable stuffing box. 5* in the partition b 
end with a double valve closure for the valve in the partition c and comprises a connecting 
stem. E extending through said aperture in 
the partition c and approximately its lower 
half is cylindric and but slightly smaller in 
diameter than the aperture in said partition 
and of small size at its middle part and to 

35 
near its upper end. Said connecting stem is 
screw threaded at its lower end to receive 
the packing washere and the nute' thereon 
which holds the washer in place and whereby 
the inner seat in said partition is closed when 

... end of said connecting stem E, is a pac 
40 

45 

, the cup is elevated. Secured on the ?? King 

washer eº and nut eº positioned to ciose the 
upper seat in the partition c when the cup 
is at its lowest position. . A stem f' in axial 
salinement with the stem if projects upwardly 
from the bottom of the cup, and is of a 
length as shown to extend normally above 
the casing B, and through a flanged cover G 
which closes the upper end of the casing 
when secured in place. . . . 

Rigidly connected with said cover by 
means of the integral arm, or rod g, one in 
each side of the cup, is a piston G' through 
which the stem f' passes and through which 
is provided a vertical passage way gin which 
is threaded a studping, longitudinally slot 

55. ted at its lower end to vary the opening from Said stud pin is slotted at its 
upper en driver or other suitable tool inserted through 

60 cover G, normally closed by a plugg. 
in said piston and opening 

35 the top, and in the bottom of which is thread- | enough water to pass to afford the after fill. 180 

an aperture g in a linement therewithin the With 
ownwardly 

therethrough is a valve as shown comprising 
a chamber in the piston into which a rela tively small aperture opens centrally through 

' and has threaded engagement at its lower 

stem is then in the vent passage or 

when resting on said sleeve permits the con 
tents of the cup to flow downwardly through 
the piston but prevents upward flow there 
through by closing the upwardly opening 
passage. . . . . . . 
Threaded on the stem f' and extending 

through the top of the cap G, is a push pin 
G provided with an enlarged head g for 
manual engagement. As shown, a strong 
spring g engages at one end on the piston. 

- and at the otherengages beneath sai push 

70 

75 

pin G° which as shown is recessed at its lower. ' 
end to receive the upper end of the same and 
acts to hold the cup F, normally elevated as 
shown in Fig. 1 with the passage through 
the partition c of the inner valve casing 
closed from below. 
The operation is as follows: The cup F is 

filled with oil or any suitable fluid prefer 
ably one that will not readily freeze, and the 

80 

85 

flushing valve being connected with the sup 
ply pipe a. and the flush or discharge pipela", 
the water or other fluid to be controlled 
flows inwardly through the aperture in the 
closure filling the chamber formed in the in 
†??? valve casing C and closure D, as shown in 
Fig. 1. - wardly against the pressure of the spring the 
valve in the inner side of the partition c is 
opened permitting the water from said inner 
chamber to flow therethrough and the pres 
sure being reduced above the closure D, the 
direct upward pressure from the inlet pipe 

90 

If the push pin be forced down 95 

100 
raises the closure D forcing the same into the t; 
sleeve or inner valve casing C and starting 
the flush. The downward movement of the 
cup causes the regulating fluid to flow 
through the piston, the ball valve in the pis 
ton facilitating the flow. When the push 
pin is released the spring forces the cup up 
wardly, this forces the fluid upwardly 
through the piston, but as the ball valve im 
mediately closes the fluid must pass through 
the restricted passage in the piston which as 
before described is controlled by the stud pin 
g: "Fhis retards the upward flow of ?aurse. 
permitting the cup to rise at a rate dependent 
on the deliverythrough the piston. The 

05 

10 

15 
flush will continue until the cup rises suffi 
ciently to close the valve on the innerside of 
the head c. As the cup rises tha Vent valve. 
in the upper valve casing is pened andlinas 
much as the smaller part of the connecting 

??? in the partition c the valve closure Drises 

20 

into the easing quickly and the flush will cont. - tinue with full force until the larger part of . 
the connecting stem enters said aperture. 
This retards further flow through the vent 
and the closure D begins to descend soon de 

125 

creasing the flow sufficiently to break the 
siphon in the closet flushed but permitting 
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The flow for the after fill will crintinue until 
the closure is forced slowly and gently down 

: upon the casing. A portion of the water 
from the inlet pipe now is forced inwardly 
through the small apertured at the bottom 
thereof, into the inner water chamber, quickly forcing the closure downwardly into 
its seat, and against inlet pressure. Should 
the cup be held down the vent valve in the 
artition is closed from above preventing 
ushing, except as the cup rises or is inter 
ediate its extreme positions. . . . . 

3. To prevent resistance through air pressure 
an aperture his provided in the casing B below 
enormal position of the cup to permit the 

escape of air, therethrough when the cup is 
forced downwardly, in a like manner register 
ing aperturesh are provided near the top of 
said casing and in the top of the cup to permit 

20 the escape of air from above the same and to 
permit a tool to be inserted to hold the cup 
from rotation when it is desired to unthread the pushpin, in separating the parts or assem 
bling the same. . . . . 

25 The regulation is secured by adjusting the 
plug or pushping outwardly or inwardly in 
the piston thus increasing or restricting the 
passage therethrough as described. It be ing obvious that increasing the delivery 
through said passage. decreases the flushing 
period while decreasing the rate of delivery 
therethrough extends the flushing period. 
While I have described my invention as 

embodied with a non-movable piston and a 
movable cup either may be movable rela 
tively to the other. I therefore do not pur 
pose limiting this application otherwise than 
necessitated by the prior art as many details 
of construction may be varied without de 

40 parting from the principles of my invention. 
I claim as my invention: . 
1. In a flushing valve of the class de 

scribed the combination with a casing hav 
ing a water chamber therein, of an inlet and 

45 an outlet pipe connected in said casing, a 
valve slidably... engaged in said chamber, 
means admitting water pressure directly on 
the top of said valve and adapted to seat it 
automatically to close the inlet pipe, and 
means operated by a fluid other than that 
delivered through said valve adapted to coin 
trol the pressure on the valve. 

2. In a device of the class described the 
combination with a chamber affording a 

55 water chamber of an inlet and an outlet pipe 
pening therethrough, a valve seat at the 

Anner end of the inlet pipe, a valve ciosure seating automatically to close said inlet pipe 
and fluid operated means physically diseon 
nected from the valve closure and acting to time the closing of the same. 

3. In a device of the class described the 
combination with an outlet and an inlet pipe of means acting automatically to close ? 

85 i tidei, pipe and embraeing a Valve closure hav 

5 

3) 

50 

the inlet pipe, a partition dividing the same 

8 

ing a downwardly opening chamber therein 
and opening to the inlet pipe, connected 
valves controlling an aperture in the top of 
said chamber and fluid controlled means op 
erated independently of the flushing fluid for 
actuating said valves in said chamber. w 

4. Ina device of the class described the 
combination with a casing having an inlet 
pipe, opening in its bottom, an outlet open 
ing from the casing, a removable seat in the 
inlet pipe, a valve closure therefor compris 
ing a bottom member having a restricted 
passage opening into the inlet pipe, a valve 
controlled passage opening above the closure 
and fluid controlled means operated inde 
pendently of the flushing fluid for opening 
and closing the valve in said passage. 

5. In a device of the class described a wa 
ter casing, a chambered valve closure fitted 
in the casing and controlling the inlet open 
ing, a downward extension on said closure 
projecting into the inlet pipe, a passage open 
ing from the top of the closure, valve seats at 
each extremity of the passage and valves 
rigidly connected, adapted to seat thereon. 

6. The combination with a casing of a wa 
ter chamber therein, a fluid containing cup 
movable above the water chamber, a valved 
piston extending into the fluid cup, a stem 
connected rigidly with the cup and extending 
into the water chamber, actuating means for 
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the cup, a hollow closure for the inlet pas 
sage to said chamber and provided with a 
bore opening into said inlet passage and a 
valve carried on said stem and controlling a 100 
passage above the top of the closure and act ing to regulate the pressure. 

7. In a device of the class described the 
combination with a casing affording a water 
chamber of an inlet and an outlet pipe open- 105 
ing thereinto and therefrom, a sleeve sup 
ported in said water chamber axially above 
transversely, a passage opening axially 
through said partition and affording a valve 110 
seat on each side thereof, a hollow valve 
closure slidable in the sleeve and adapted to 
close the inlet passage, a restricted passage 
opening therefrom into the inlet passage and 
actuating means comprising a stem extend- 115 
ing through the passage in said partition, a 
valve closure thereon on each side of the par 
tition adapted to seat when said stem is at its 
inwardly and its outwardly limits of move 
ment. 20 

8. A valve comprising a casing having an 
inlet opening in its bottom and having an 
outlet of a hollow, closure for the inlet pipe. . and opening thereinto and having a passage 
opening thereinto from the casing, a stem 125 extending through said passage and a plu 
rality of valve closures thereton and closing 
said passage at either limit of movement 
longitudinally. ????????????????????? , 

9, in a device of the class described, a cas-13? 
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ing affording a water chamber, an inlet and sure on said hollow closure, a spring bearing 
an outlet pipe opening thereinto and there 
from, a valve seat at the inlet passage, a 
closure therefor comprising a downwardly 
opening sleeve Supported axially above the 
inlet opening and having a passage in the 
upper end thereof, a valve seat at each ex 
tremity of said passage, a hollow closure 
slidably engaged in the sleeve and openin its 
inner end and affording a restricted passage 
through the outer end opening into the inlet 
pipe, a stem projecting through the passage 
in said sleeve, a plurality of valve closures 
thereon one adapted to seat on each seat at 
the extremity of said passage and controlling 
the passage in said sleeve and ??????? to re 
lieve pressure within the closure and sleeve 
to lift the closure and when closed acting to 
restore pressure seating the closure. 

10. In a device of the class described a self 
closing valve comprising the combination 
with a casing of an inlet passage, a cylindric 
sleeve in said inlet pipe and projecting from 
the upper end thereof affording a valve seat, 
an inner valve casing having a water passage 
opening therethrough at its inner end and 
provided with a valve seat on each side there 
of, a hollow valve closure complemental with 
the seat in the inlet pipe and slidably en 
gaged in said inner valve casing and having a 
restricted water passage opening thereinto 

20 

from the inlet pipe, a chamber above said. 
valve casing, a cup therein, a valved piston 
in said cup, a stem integral with said cup and 
projecting downwardly into said inner valve 
easing, and valve closures on said stem con 
trolling the pressure on said valve closure in 
the casing. . . . . 11. In an automatically closing flushing 
valve the combination with a casing of an in 
let and an outlet pipe, a removable seatin. said inlet pipe, a sleeve in said casing having 
a partition near the top thereof, a closure in 
said sleeve adapted to close the inlet pipe, a 
chamber in the top of said casing, a cup 
therein, an apertured piston in said cup, 
means rigidly engaging the piston to the top 
of said casing, a stem on said cup and pro jecting upwardly through the top of the cas 
ing and downwardly into said sleeve, a plu 
rality of valve closures on shid stem, a valve 
seat on each side of said partition for said clo 
sures and means engaged in the apertures in 
said piston adapted to regulate the period of 
flushing. • 

12. a device of the class described the 
combination with a casing of an inlet and an 
outlet pipe therefor, a sleeve in said casing, 
a hollow closure movable longitudinally of the same and having a passage opening into 
the inlet pipe, a casing above the aforesaid 
casing, a cylindric cup therein, a piston in 
said cup, a stem projecting upwardly and 
downwardly from said cup, means on the 

65 lower end of said stem foil regulating the pres 

therefrom, a chamber 

871,859 

against said piston adapted to return said 
cup to its normal position and means in said 
piston for regulating the period of flushing. 

13. In a device of the class described the 70 
combination with a casing of an inlet pipe. and an outlet-pipe op g thereinto and nin. said casing a 
valve closure slidable therein and having a 
restricted passage opening into the inlet, a 
passage opening through the top of said 
chamber and connected simultaneously mov 
said passage for regui. 
the ;t?{{?? ? ? 3l h 14. In an automatipsy closihg valve the 
combination with :: an inlet and an 
outlet pipe therefor, a chamber in said casing, 

ng the pressure on 

a chamber within said chamber opening into the inlet, a valve closure slidable in said last 
named chamber adapted to seat to close the 
inlet pipe and means for regulating pressure 

75 

able valve closures ad sited either to close . . 
80 

85 

on said closure controlled by fluid other than . . 
the flushing fluid. . 

15. In a device of the class described the 
combination with a casing of a water cham 
ber therein, an inlet and an outlet pipe com 
municating with said casing benefit the 
water chamber, a differential valve c.g. in 
said water chamber for said inlet and lo 
mally held in closed position by water pres 

9. 

sure above the same and means in the top of said casing movable independently of said. 
closure and controlled by fluid other than the 
inlet fluid for regulatin the pressure thereon 

16. In à deviee" of the class describer! ** 
combination with a casing of an inlet sis. .il 
outlet pipe connected therein, a valve closure 
adapted to normally close said inlet, a pres 
sure chamber above said closure and commu 
nicating with the inlet through said closure, a 

105 

chamber in the top of said casing, a control ling fluid therein and operating means con- . 
trolled by said fluid and disconnected from said closure and adapted to regulate the pres 
sure in said pressure chamber. 

| 

17. In a fishometer the combination with 
a casing of an inlet an outlet orifice, a differ 
ential closure adapted to seat to close the in let, a plurality of alined valve seatsin säi ; 

S casing, connected valves adapted to 
thereon to control the pressure on the co 

i 

sure, a cup above the closure, a fluid therein, 
a downwardly directed stem engaged thereto 
and rigidly ??? to one of said valves, a rigid apertured piston in said cup, an up 
wardly directed stem engaged to said cup and extending through the piston and means 
for manually operating said cups in one di 
rection to open said inlet closure. 

18. In a flushometer the combination with 
a casing of an inlet an outlet orifice, a differ ential closure adapted to seat to close the in 
let, a plurality of alined valve seats in said 
casing, connected valves adapted to seat 

25 

3. 
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thereonto control the pressure on the closure, means for actuating the siena o close said 
* Y 'a cup above the closure, a fluid thereon, a port by either valve closure. 

downwardly directed stem engaged thereto 23, in s, device if the class described the 

extending through the piston and means for 
to open saidinlet closure, means automatically 

10 

the flow through said piston to control the 
movement of said cup. 

15 

20 
above said valves, a stem engaged thereto 
and to one of said valves, a rigid apertured 
piston extending into the cup and a |?? ??? 
tained in said cup and movable through the 

25 

controlling said closure, a movable cup ad 
jacent the valve, fluid contained therein, a 
stem connecting said cup and valve, an im 

35 

40 
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a casing having an inlet and an outlet orifice 

inlet to the outlet, valves adapted to control 

combination with a casing of an inlet, and an 
i putilet therefor, an inner casing in said cas 
30 ling opening downwardly, a closure movable 

stem projecting through the piston and en 
gaged to said cup, manually operated means 
adapted to move the cup whereby the fluid 
flows through said fixed piston in one direc. 

opposite direction. 

i putlet pipe therefor, a chamber in said cas 
ing, a differential, closur?. for the inlet pipe 

from the inlet into the chimber, a partition 
in the upper part of said chamber, a passage 

... therethrough, a valve seat on each side of 

: combination with a casing of an inlet and an 

and rigidly engaged to one of said valves, a combination with a casing ef an inlet and an 
rigid apertured-piston in said cup, an up outlet pipe therefor, a chainber in said casing, 
wardly directed stem engaged to said cup and a valve seat in the idei pipe, a differential 
manually operating said cups in one direction at its smaalier eind to close on said seat and 

having a restricted passage opening from the 
inlet into the chainber, sa passage opening 
through the upper end of said chamber, a 
valve seat at each extrenity of said passage, 
connected oppositely disposed waive closures 
ech to close sai gassage at one 
livnit of Hovemer i flereöf ºliereby except 

moving said cup in the ???{ direction to 
close the inlet closure and means controling 

19. In a flushometer the combination with 

of a chamber therein, a closure movable in 
the chamber to control the flow from said differential ciosire. 

24. in a device of Ehs class described the 
combination with a teasing of an inlet, and an 
otitei, pipe theireio, a chamber in said casing, 
à differeiniia º valy2 closure moyable therein 
and having a testricted passage opening 

the pressure on said inlet closure to control 
the movement of the same, a movable cup 

| 

? the top of said casing ????ording ?l1 
piston to control the rate of movement of outer and an inter valve seat, oppositely 
said closure. disposed connected valve closures spaced 

20 In a device of the class. described the 

the closures thereby releasing the pressure 
from said chamber wien: either are moving 
from their seat. 

25. In a device of the class described the 
combination with a cising of an inlet and an 
outlet pipe therefor, a chamber therein, a 
differential valve closure closely fitting and 
slidable in said chamber and having a re 
stricted passage therethrough connecting 
the inlet pipe and chamber, a port opening 
through the ë op of said chamber, connected 
valve closures spaced a distance apart and 
adapted respectively to close said port at 
opposite limits of novement whereby pres 
sure is released fron said chamber at any 
internédiate oositions of said valve closures 
thereby opening the differential valve by 
inlet pressure. 

28. In a device of the class described the 
combination with a casing of an inlet pipe 

passage at (?‡??os:[{ limits cf. movements of 

therein adapted to close the inlet, a valve 

movable piston extending into the cup, a 

tion and a spring adapted to move the cup 
to force the flui through the piston in the 
21. In a device of the class described the 

combination with a casing of an inlet and an 

fitting closely and movable in the chamber 
and of greater area in the chamber than in the 
inlet and having a restricted passage opening 

on in, a valve sest on the inlet pipe, a differential 
valve closure slidable in said chamber and 
normally seated by fluid pressure from above, 

the partition at the extremities of said pas 
sage and rigidly connected. Y'alves simul 
taneously movable, one for each seat and 
adapted either to close said passage. 

22. In a device of the class described the 

therethrough, & valve seat oil each side of 
said partition, connected inwardly facing 
to seat, to close said passage and adapted 
when either is no virig to or from its seat 
to open said passage to regulate the pressure 
on said inlet, closure. 

outlet pipe opening thereinto and therefrom, 
a chamber therein, a differential closure 
movable in said chamber with its smaller 27. in a device of the class described the 
end closing the inlet pipe, a port in the upper corbination with s. casing of an inlet and an 
end of said chamber provided with a seat guilet pipe tie'efo', a chamber therein, a 
at each end thereof, a valve closure for each differential waive closi'e fitting closely and 
seat a stem rigidly connecting the serie (1:d sissile in 3:lid chambes" &nd normally seat 

at saidi limits rele:Rsig tiae presstre on Said . 

70 

closure innovable in said chamber and adapted . 

75 

35 

the Teinto from the intet, a passage opening 
90 

a distance apart aid Scting to close said 

95 

00 

05 

110 

and an outlet pipe therefor, a chamber there 
15 

a partition in said chamber, having a passage . 

valve closures for said seats adapted either 

25 

30   



as 
ed by fluid pressure in said chamber to close 
the inlet pipe with its smaller end, a ?????????????????????? through the head of said chamber, inwardly 
facing valve closures spaced a distance apart 

5 connected through said passage and adapted 
one to close the outer end and the other the 
inner end of said passage at opposite limits 
of movement and adapted when both are un 
seated to open said passage to regulate the 

10 pressure on said inlet closure. - 28. In a device of the class described the 
combination with a casing of an inlet and an 
outlet pipe therefor, a chamber in said cas 
ing, a valve seat on the inlet pipe, a closure 

15 slidable relatively of said chamber adapted 
to close the inlet and normally held to its 
seat by pressure and against pressure and 
means affording a gradual seating of said 
closure when open, a partition in the upper 

20 end of said chamber having a passage there 
through, a valve seat on each side of said 
partition, a valve closure for each seat adapt 
ed both to close said passage and adapted 
both to open said passage and normally hav 

25 ing one of said closurés seated for regulating 
pressure in said chamber. W 

29. In a device of the class described the 
combination with a casing of an inlet and an 
outlet pipe opening thereinto and there 

30 from, ? {???? in said casing, a normally 
seated differential valve closure closely fit 
ting and slidable therein and adapted to 
seat to close the inlet, a partition at the up 
per end of said chamber having. a passage 

35 opening therethrough, a valve seat on each 
side of said partition, connected valve clo 
sures adapted either one or the other to seat 
at both limits of movement of the same and 
adapted both to release the pressure from 

40 said inlet closure when moving to their seats. 
30. In a device of the class described the 

combination with a casing of an inlet and an 
outlet pipe therefor, a chamber in said cas 
ing, a valve seat, a normally seated valve 

45 closure thereon adapted to admit fluid 
slowly into said chamber, a port in the up 
per end of said chamber provided with valve 
seats on each side, thereof, connected valve 
closures, one projecting in said chamber and 50 one above the same, adapted one to open 
said port when the valve closures are movin 

- in one direction and the other to open šai 
port when moving in the opposite direction. 

31. In a device of the class described the 
55 combination with a casing, Óf an inlet and an 

outlet pipe therefor, a chamber in said cas ing, , a Ge closure movable independently 
thereof, a passage through said chamber 
above said closure, valve seats at each end of 

60 said passage, valve closures adapted to seat 
to close said passage and means connecting 
said valve closures adapted to release the 
pressure from said chamber and first men 
tioned closure when said valve closures are 

65. actuated. 

when both valves are unseated to release the 

and adapted to release, pressure from the 

combination, with a casing havin 

valve closures adapted to close said passage 
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* 32. În a device of the class described the 
combination with a casing of a chamber therein, a closure movable independently of 
said chamber, a passage in said chamber, a 
valve seat at each end thereof, connected 70 
valye closures movable to close said passage and adapted to control the pressure in said 
chamber. ... 

33. In a device of the class described the 
combination with a casing of an inlet and an 
outlet pipe therefor, a chamber in said cas 
ing, a valve closure movable relatively of 
said chamber adapted to close the inlet pipe, 
a passage through a wall of said chamber 
valve seats, one at each extremity of said 
passage, valves, one for each seat adapted 
each at One limit of its movement to close said passage, means extending through said 
passage and rigidly connecting said valves. 
adapted to admit fluid through said passage 85 

75. 

80. 

pressure from the inlet, closure. . . . . . 
34. In a device of the class described the 

combination with a casing, of an inlet and an 
outlet pipe therefor, a chamber in said cas 
ing, a closure movable in said chamber, a 
passage opening through said chamber, a 
seat at each end of said passage, connected. 
valve closures for said seats, one movable in 
and the other out of said chamber and both 
tapering and having a narrow connection 
centrally between the same and means hold 
ing one of said closures normally seated. - 

35. In a device of the class described the 
combination with a casing of an inlet and an 100 
outlet pipe therefor, a chamber in said cas 
ing, a valve closure closely fitting in said . . 
ghamber &índ movable relatively ?????????? ? 
passage through said chamber, a valye seat 
at each end thereof, a valve closure for each seat, a sten connecting the same and taper 

90. 

95 

ing inwardly and h?ving its least diameter 
approximately centrally between said valves 
chamber when said valves are traveling to 110 
and from their seats. , , 

36. In a device of the class described the , an inlet 
and an Qutlet pipe of a chamber-therein, an outlet passage in said chamber, a valve seat . 
at each end of said passage, rigidly connected 
and one of said valve closures normally seat. 
ed, means connected to the same for control. 
ling the pressure in said chamber and a hobi, 12; 
low closure closely fitting, said chamber 
adapted to close the inlet. . . . . . 

37. The combination with a casing having an indet and an outlet orifice, apartition di-, 
viding said casing into a plurality of cham-125. 
bers, one of which is a pressure chamber, a 
passage through said partition, a valve'seat 
at each end of the passage, rigidly connected 
valve closures one in each chamber and each adapted to seat on its respective seat to close 130 
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at aach extreni 

i. 
adapted to seat ai. 

movable valve closures adepted either to 
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in said pressure chairlier aid an independell, 
closure in said pressure eihamber and the 
movement thereof contre illed x" said riigikiy 
connected valve closhires. - 

38. in a device of the class described the 
combination wit?a II. easing of an iiuliet, and 
outlet therefor, 1, partition in saidi càsing di 
viding the samme Ato II. praiity ºf chann bers, 
a closure movable in the lovir chalaber to 
close the inlet and at's times affording coin 
munication between 
a passage tirotiri i širi » Birti?ie Y, , , alve se, t. 

sili passage &nd coln 
nected valve ksares one in eael chamber 
adaptei eithéir iš ?iuose the passage. * 

39. În a device of the class described the 
combination with a easing of an inlet, and an 
outlet pipe therefor, a partition dividing said 
casing into a plurality of chanabers, a valve 
closure closely fitting in one chainbar and 
adapted to close the iniet by in het presstre 
and having a passage adapted to perianit, the 
inlet fluid to E. into Said glas raber, à pas 
sage in said partition, waive seats, coinected 
closures for sRidi setts Ridipte ªy i w?aeui 
both are unseated to release pressure from 
said first mentioned closure aid leans af 
fording connaisai'ition between the other 
chamber and o:t 

3.janer &nd inlet, 

ribe ne 
foi a ottet and 

per and lower 
(' () 3. 3. i à, t i y R. ??, y' 

an inlet pipe therefor, a 
chamber i said e asing, 

. 

by inlet pressure, 2, a SS. 
chanbers, anti 
sage te controitiae i: 
elosure. 

41. In a device of the class describad the 
combination witu a c sing of it is et an di Rin 
outlet therefor, an upper anti lower charaher 
in said casing, à p:25sage connectitº the (1;- 
Der chainber anti voitet, i s is said 
1\?? chamber adapted a - inet by 
inlet pressure, a passage celleting the lower 
and upper chamber and simultaneously 
close said passage to contro the pressure on 
saidi closure. 

42. In a device of the class describald the 
combinatien with a cissing of all outlet and 
an inlet therefor, chaniers in said casing, a 
alosure movbie in one of said chambers, 
having faces of different. areas exposed to in 
let pressure and adaptei o ciose and Open 

said passage thereby controlling the pressure 

nºted to saidi cMsing, 

the inlet, by inlet pressure, 8, passage aford 
ing communication between suid chaber 
and rigidly connected valve closures adapted 
to seat at opposite ends of Said passage to 
eiose the same at either limit of the operating 
stroke to regulate the pressure on tine faces of 
the inlei, closure. 

4-3 in a device of the class cies cried the 
corhbination with a casing and the 3 asi; 
eutlet therefor, chambers in sai casi:g &ndi 
one of the same communicating vitit i he 
outlet, a closure movable in the of Sid 
chambers and havings different reas ex 
posed to inlet pressure, a passage coinecting 
said chambers, connected valve :losures controlling said passage thereby governing 
the inlet ciosure and means operated by 
fluid other that the inlet iudio control 
the novement of the cGinnected viv es 

--!.. ia a «device of the class «iesc 
combination with a easing and its fiet, Liidi 
outiet, commanielating charnbers titercis, 
a, lifferential inlet closure Jimovable it crae S 
of said chambers, sinuitaneously incvaila 
valves adapted to control the pressire oy 
said inlet closure and inclosed ?iniid operated 
aeans adapted to control said y lives. 

45. In a device of the class descried the 
combination with a casing of an ins: sisti i. 
outlet therefor, a chamber in said 'Asirig, a 
closure thereira adapted tio, 4:?kiºskº šhe - i: ieit, à, 
passage through a w Mal) of suid cila Mnet', Colle 
nected valve closures adapted to eiose still passage, a sationary aperture pistora 23 d 
taeans forcing luid therethrougi to control 
is a movement of said c. i. i.e. y ?? 978 
closures. 

48. in a device of the class descried sie 
combination with a casing of a Cheriter 
through a wall of said chanber, rigidy con 
nected simultaneously movable wave cio 
sures one adapted tG seat Ai, et ca e di G? Said 
passage and adapted to control the Aitve 
iment of the inlet closure, i, cyli: 

Ti ayet!") 
therein and means adapted to 
other than the inlet fluid through the pi 
to control the period of opening of the inlet, 

ln testimony whereof I have hereunto 
subscribed my name in the Sresence of two subscribing witnesses. 

al ROBER'? A., 53RKO {}3&S, 
VWitnesses: 

W. W. WITHENBERY, 
WM. C. SMITH, 

therein, an inlet closure, a passage. ??:?????? 
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